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Introducing Microsoft  ASP.NET AJAX (Pro - Developer)Microsoft Press, 2007
Get an expert introduction to the new JavaScript enhancements (code-named "Atlas") for Microsoft ASP.NET 2.0. More than a basic AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML) script library, the Microsoft implementation brings object orientation to JavaScript, together with enhanced client-side and server-side controls that greatly simplify...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to DatabasesQue, 2002
Absolute Beginner's Guide to Databases brings the elements of a database together using easy to understand language, perfect for the true beginner. It not only gives specific hands on practice, but also provides an overview of designing, maintaining and using a database. This book covers what databases are used for, why databases are...
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Professional ASP.NET 3.5: In C# and VB (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional ASP.NET 3.5 In C# and VB    

    ASP.NET 3.5 brings the power of Visual Studio 2008 along with the multitude of language improvements in C# 2008 and Visual Basic 2008 as well as powerful new technology called LINQ, together with the ASP.NET 2.0 Framework you already know and love. Combine all this with the...
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Professional Visual Studio 2005Wrox Press, 2006
Visual Studio 2005 is an enormous product. Incorporating the latest advances in both Visual Basic® and C# as well as improvements and new features in the user interface, it can be daunting without the kind of guidance this book provides.
    

    In these pages you'll learn to harness every feature of this remarkable development...
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Microsoft ASP.NET 3.5: Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2008
Get the hands-on, step-by-step guide to learning the latest enhancements in ASP.NET code name Orcas. ASP.NET continues to be an important application platform that delivers a simplified, high-performance, and powerful Web development experience. Building on your familiarity with the Microsoft .NET Framework and Microsoft Visual C#®, you can...
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Professional Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Get ready to tap into the full potential of your system and dramatically improve your development and testing environment. From installation and configuration to clustering and performance enhancements, this book shows you how to get the most out of Microsoft Virtual Server. Written by a key member of the Virtual Server product team, it focuses on...
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VSTO for Mere Mortals(TM): A VBA Developer's Guide to Microsoft Office Development Using Visual Studio 2005 Tools for OfficeAddison Wesley, 2006
VSTO for Mere Mortals™ is for VBA developers who are interested in migrating their skills to the next generation of Office development. Readers will benefit from a straightforward, practical introduction to writing managed code applications for Word 2003, Excel 2003, and Outlook 2003. Readers will also learn how to...
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Wrox's Visual Basic 2005 Express Edition Starter Kit (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
The practical, task-oriented approach, along with numerous tips, tricks, and additional techniques, all help to get you up to speed on the most important Visual Basic 2005 concepts and information. In no time, you'll be able to take control of your programming, apply what you've learned in real world scenarios, and get quick results.
...
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Expert .NET 1.1 ProgrammingApress, 2004

	T his is a book about getting the best out of .NET. It's based on the philosophy that the best

	approach to writing good, high-performance, robust applications that take full advantage of

	the features of .NET is to understand what's going on deep under the hood. This means that

	some chapters explore the .NET internals and in...
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Excel as Your DatabaseApress, 2007
Excel As Your Database guides those of you who need to manage facts and figures&emdash;yet have little experience, budget, or need for a full-scale relational database management system. You'll learn how to use Excel to enter, store, and analyze your data.
This book is written and organized in a way that assumes you have some...
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Advanced .NET ProgrammingApress, 2002
This is a book about getting the best out of .NET. It is based on  the philosophy that the best approach to writing good, high-performance, robust  applications that take full advantage of the features of .NET is to understand  what's going on deep under the hood. This means that there are chapters that  explore the .NET internals...
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Professional IIS 7 and ASP.NET Integrated ProgrammingWrox Press, 2007
The deep integration of IIS 7 and ASP.NET provides both IIS 7 administrators and ASP.NET developers with new and exciting programming tools, techniques, and approaches that were not possible with earlier versions of IIS. With this book, Dr. Shahram Khosravi presents you with the only resource to focus exclusively on the key features of this...
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